
Three Sessions Per 
Annum. 

The report recently published by Professor 

Chrystal on behalf of the Arts Faculty of the 
University of Edinburgh is not without its 

interesting points, even to medical readers. As a clinical picture 
the nervous exhaustion induced by five months teaching, it is 

admirable. Every practitioner of medicine must sympathise most 
profoundly with the overworked Arts Professor, who, if we mistake 
not, is allowed some seven months in which to recuperate after 
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the excessive strain of his winter's work. We can the more readily 
understand the state of mental instability in which the Arts 
teacher finds himself at the end of a long winter session, because, 
unlike his medical confrere, he has no practical class in which to 
enjoy his otium cum dignitatc. 

But, quite apart from these grounds, this report is interesting, 
inasmuch as it is gratifying to find that the Arts Faculty is fully 
alive to the very important benefits to be derived from the intro- 
duction of three terms into the year. We have already published 
in these pages a communication showing the advantages which 
such a course would exercise upon the teaching and study of 
medicine. So far as we are aware, the advantages then claimed 
for such a procedure have never been controverted. On the con- 
trary, this part of the scheme for the reorganisation of the medical 
curriculum has been very generally approved. Glasgow has ex- 
pressed a desire for something of the sort. Dundee is not averse. 
The General Council of the University of Edinburgh have approved 
of the innovation, and recommended it to the attention of the 
University Court. So that, before the present generation is grey- 
headed, something may yet come of the movement. In the mean- 
time it has received a very much needed fillip from this report of 
the Arts Faculty. 


